1. These luminaires are designed to be recessed into ceiling capable of
supporting the load of installed luminaire(s). After selecting the required
location cut a hole in the ceiling of 111mm (4 3/8 inch) diameter using P4
ceiling cutter or equivalent.
2. Remove luminaire from packaging and remove rear cover by
releasing 1 x 3mm x 15mm screw.
3. For non-maintained operation connect supply to terminals as marked.
An unswitched supply live must be connected to the L terminal. Secure
the supply cable under the clamp strip provided.
4. In the case of maintained operation the switched live must be
connected to the LSW terminal. Note the switched live and the live must
be from the same phase. Secure the supply cable under the clamp strip
provided
5. (SRM units only) Connect data cable to terminals marked 1 and 2.
Note cable should be of 1.5mm² minimum. Terminals are not polarity
sensitive. Secure cable under the clamp strip provided. Warnings: Any
mains supply connected to these terminals will damage the luminaire.
Do not Megger test installations with luminaires connected.
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6. Push the battery connector into its guide, ensuring polarity is correct.
7. Allow the plunger under the rear cover to push it onto its connection
pins as the rear cover is replaced.
7a. Refit the rear luminaire cover and its retaining screw.
8. Holding the longer legs of the spring clips vertically adjacent to the
body of the luminaire, push the luminaire into the ceiling allowing the
clips to catch on the edges of the hole and pull the luminaire into the
ceiling.
9. Apply mains supply to test the luminaire. The indicator LED will show
flashing green and the LEDs will illuminate if the Switched Live supply
is connected and switched on.
10. To test, briefly fail the supply to illuminate from the internal battery.
The indicator LED will be extinguished.
11. Reconnect the unswitched supply to restart battery charging,
indicated by the flashing green indicator LED. Reconnection of the
Switch Live supply will re-illuminate the LEDs from the mains supply.
12. Clip clear lens in position on MonoLED noting the colour if being
used as identification.
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